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About This Game

It's time to blitz through the competition.

Dash Blitz is a fighting game based on classic run-and-gun platformers. The action brings players head-to-head at breakneck
speed!

Combine lightning speed with perfect air control for a truly fast and fun movement system unlike any other.

Simple controls and accessible attack-cancels make for a game that's easy to learn, but hard to master. Enjoy the
freedom!

Play as a large variety of original characters with a range of unique abilities!

Let your imagination run wild with a host of items and crazy stages, or keep it simple and focus on your combos! May
the best fighter win!

Complete freedom of movement.

Dash Blitz is all about moving where you want, as fast as you can. It's easy to get started, but can you master the Transmission
Era's fastest?
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Scale the walls with rapid jumps! Dash under obstacles with lightning speed!

Don't let them get away - even in the middle of a midair vault, you maintain total control over your movement. Perfect
for spacing out aerials!

No endlag, no worries! Virtually every attack can be cancelled. Just dash, jump or land, and you'll drop the attack and
get back in motion immediately!

Never crumble under pressure - successfully blocking any attack lets you Blitz, making you invulnerable and giving you
the chance to turn the tables! For a true contender, every attack is a window of opportunity.

The year is 1410, Transmission Era.

Humanity has prospered thanks to instant transmission technology, and forgotten much of what preceded them. Wide-spread nanite
use has given humans superior physical capabilities, and what was once considered "augmented" is now the norm. The thrill of
combat is the top sport across the globe, and advances in nanite technology have continued to push fighters beyond their limit.

Humans now compete on even footing with their own creations - and often fight more fiercely.

Dash Transit Solutions, the top dog in transmission networks, are sponsoring the DTS Grand Prix - the first international fighting
tournament the Transmission Era has ever seen.

They're offering a mountain of credits, international glory, and the chance to demo an advanced AI, Vizier, which they claim can
answer any question.

20 fighters will claw their way through the qualifiers and board the DTS Satellite for the greatest contest of their life. Each of them
chases riches, glory, something less savoury… or answers.
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Minimum:

Processor: Core 2 Duo
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its very very very small fry. but its interesting and unique. old skool indie . like the story dislike the repetativeness.. Well, I gotta
admit it's pratically impossible to "translate" this E.A.Poe's novel nor in a movie neither in a game. I, of course, appreciate the
effort (this game get closer to the novel than Roger Corman's movie) but... No.. <This is a placeholder until I get the time to
actually write a proper review.>. First up I am very pleased to see these books getting re-released as computer games, and a
reasonable price too!
There are some technical issues at the moment (dice rolling off the screen, dice falling 'into the distance', potions vanishing), but
generally a solid implementation.

Regarding The Forest Of Doom specifically though, I just didn't find it a good Fighting Fantasy book personally; you have to hit
no less than 4 specific locations getting through the forest in order to actually complete the game - and you cannot go
backwards, so if you choose any of the 3-4 other parallel routes for any key location then your game is a bust.

This wouldn't be so bad if other routes were deathtraps or other endings, but the book\/game is fully fleshed out with other
encounters so it feels like you are actually making headway... only till you reach the end and it summarily declares you failed
and get an arrow in the head.

I just don't like this model of Fighting Fantasy personally, and much prefer the books were you are heading towards an actual
finale and the challenge is in getting there & getting there in a fit state for the last challenge.. Cool game, though there's still
some words that are weird to say the least (Rnase?) but all in all it's fun.
Pause function can be abused too easily - it's not needed to be allowed to pause during a round, when a round takes a few
minutes only anyway and you have pauses in between rounds. Like this its too easy to go for a very high score.. This game is
okay if you have a friend or two to play against with
Though I have to warn you that the developer is a bit lazy and he is currently taking a break from programming =(
so don't expect any new updates and other fancy stuff

But this is a damn good strategy game, go for it if you are really into strategy games
. This game is the sequel to the free-to-play Serafina's Saga. While nominally associated with that game, Serafina is not the
protagonist in this title. Instead, she is one of the possible future rulers of Darzia. And may well have ended up that way, except
for the little matter of the death of the previous queen, and suspicions that land on each of the claimants, leaving the protagonist
Odell Perin as regent. Now you have to figure out how to rule while trying to find the true killer.4

Perhaps you yourself will take the crown.. Personally I think this should be a free update. Splitting the player base with different
cards is not cool. It is however more cards and it does give some variation to the game so buying it on sale could be worth it if
you like the game to start with.. Great immersive experience
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It's time time I see a game about my uncle. 7\/10. A nice add-on for flavor.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you konami. after
playing enough to get my grasp on it i have noticed that this is a puzzle game where you are "god" but with a funny outlook on
things with the similar voice to Wheatley from portal which this game takes alot from

tl;dr

recomended if you like puzzle games and want a different take on it. A simple FPS made in one of those FPS maker engines
that evokes the color\/style of ZX Spectrum games.

The biggest problem this game has is its controls. Mouselook and strafing causes things to go haywire, and in some cases the left
mouse button wouldn't work, making it impossible to attack.

In addition, ammo pickups only work for your currently equipped weapon, so you have to cycle through your weapons (in a
fixed order, no selecting individual weapons) to fill ammo. Worst off, you have to find these gems strewn about every level and
acquire 500,000 points worth to get past level 15. It's just a bunch of questionable decisions that I'm not sure who to blame: the
developers, or the middleware they used to make this.

Why play this when Wolfenstein 3D and Blake Stone exist? It doesn't do anything that those two games don't already do better,
and those came out 20 years before this game did. I can't really recommend playing this unless you like being frustrated.

Granted, I only paid $1 for this. Buy it if you're curious or you can't deny a cheap deal. But it's not some hidden gem or
anything.. mr robotica says YES decent game. Starts very good and gets very boring and uninteresting mid game and ends oddly
characters has a good depth and overall atmosphere is good
6\/10. Good hidden object scenes, lots of items to confuse you, detailed and precies.
Intense story, captivating.
Puzzles are logical and can often be solved in different ways.
Pretty surroundings, tense atmosphere, well done to give the player the right (wrong?) feeling (a Good Thing).. A game truly
ahead of its time, Mystery of the Druids will keep you wondering on the mystery of a lost civilization. Suspenseful, dramatic,
and full of symbolism, this is a game that will make you think about the real world when you're done, and how to better
mankind as a whole. This game changed my life, and I recommend it to anyone who needs a great experience in a video game!
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